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ABSTRACT 

In vehicular ad-hoc networks (V ANETs), the major challenge for routing protocol is to find a 

route from the sender to the destination without any preconfigured information under constantly 

varying link circumstances. Topology based routing is strictly avoided because of frequent 

changes in topology. The approach of position based routing relies only on geographic position 

information to deal with the problem of dynamic topology changes. This means, that all routing 

decisions, to which node packet should be forwarded, are based on the geographic destination 

data that is included in the packet. That's why, position based geocast .routing is a suitable 

candidate for vehicular ad-hoc networks since position information is already available from 

navigation systems. Also, most of the ITS application or services needs to send messages to all 

nodes which belongs to a particular geographical area instantly. 

In this dissertation we have designed a novel geocast routing protocol that can be used in various 

ITS applications. Our "Geocast Routing Protocol with Improved Caching Technique using full 

Transmission Range Power" is based on "Geocast in Vehicular Environments: Caching and 

Transmission Range Control for Improved Efficiency". 

The main contribution of our work is to introduce a novel Coverage Determination algorithm. 

This algorithm improves the caching methodology of "Geocast in Vehicular Environments: 

Caching and Transmission Range Control for Improved Efficiency" and almost eliminates the 

packet loss due to high speed movement of nodes. Our new protocol also improve the throughput 

of the system by eliminating the Range Forwarding approach of "Geocast in Vehicular 

Environments: Caching and Transmission Range Control for Improved Efficiency" and using 

full radio transmission range of the nodes to forward packets. The proposed protocol is simulated 

using network simulator ns-2 for three parameters throughput, packet loss and end to end packet 

delay to analyze the performance of the protocol. The simulation results show that our proposed 

protocol performs better than "Geocast in Vehicular Environments: Caching and Transmission 

Range Control for Improved Efficiency" in terms of throughput, packet loss and delay. 
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Chapter-1 

VEHICULAR AD-HOC NETWORKS 

1.1 Introduction 

Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networking (V ANETs) is a modern concept, emerging as new research 

area which integrates three prior Communication research areas namely Ad-Hoc networks, 

Wireless LAN, Cellular telephony. The main purpose ofthe V ANETs is to improve the traffic 

safety and provides number of comfort application to traveling people. V ANETs is different 

from other kind of Ad-Hoc networks by their hybrid network architectures, high speed node 

movement characteristics and wide range of new comfort application possibilities. Therefore 

V ANETs poses a very unique networking research challenges and the design of routing 

protocols for V ANETs becomes a very crucial and important issue. 

V ANETs enable new generation wireless capabilities to vehicles. The objective ofV ANETs 

is to provide two key features: 

1. Efficient vehicle to vehicle communication for providing 1ST (Intelligent 

transport system) which includes Cooperative traffic monitoring, Control of 

traffic flows, Blind crossing, Prevention of collisions, real time rout computation. 

2. Effective connectivity while on the road to high speed mobile users for providing 

various comfort like internet connectivity to download movies, play videos, and 

songs. 

One of the earliest studies on V ANETs was started by Association of electronic Technology 

for automobile traffic and driving of Japan in the early 1980s.ln 2000, the European project 

car-TALK tried to find out the problems related to the safe and comfort driving based on inter 

vehicle communication. Since 2002, with the rapid development of Wireless Technology, 

V ANETs emerged as a new research area. Various new workshops were organized to address 

research issues in this emerging area like ACM international workshop on Vehicular Ad-Hoc 
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Chapter- I Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks 

Networks from 2004 and International workshop on Intelligent Transportation from 2003. 

On the other hand, several major automobile manufacturers have started investing in this 

research field. Audi, BMW, Daimler Chrysler, Fiat, Renault and Volkswagen have united to 

create a non -profit organization called Car2Car Communication Consortium (C2CCC) with 

the objective of further increasing the road safety and efficiency by means of inter vehicle 

communications. IEEE has also formed the new IEEE 802.11 p task group which focuses on 

pro~iding wireless access for the vehicle environment. 

Due to high nodes mobility and unreliable channel conditions, V ANETs has its unique 

characteristics which pose many challenging research problems, such as data dissemination, 

data sharing and security issues. Data routing in V ANETs is a key networking problem 

because ofhigh mobility of vehicles while most traditional sensor networks routing protocols 

focus on the stationary nodes. The main requirement of V ANETs routing protocol are to 

achieve dynamic changing topology and minimal communication delay with minimum 

consumption of network resources. Here I have discussed most recent research progress of 

routing protocols and their pros and cons are compared with the key performance matrices 

[I]. 

1.2 Network Architectures ofV ANETs: 

Network architecture ofV ANETs falls into three categories: 

I. Pure Cellular/WLAN: V ANETs uses fixed cellular gateways or WLAN access point 

at traffic intersection or besides road. Access point also plays the role of sinks for 

sensed information. Vehicles moves and connect to sinks when they enter into sink's 

signal transmission range. Moving nodes didn't have gateways capabilities [1]. 

2 



Chapter- I Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks 

Fig. 1.1: Pure Cellular Architecture ofVANETs 

2. Pure Ad-hoc: All vehicles and road side wireless devices can form a mobile ad-hoc 

. network to perform vehicle-to-vehic"le communications ·and achieve certain goals 

such as blind crossing. In this category vehicles can work as gateways also [1]. 

Fig. 1.2: Pure Ad-hoc Architecture of VANETs 

3. Hybrid: It combines cellular, WLAN and Ad-Hoc networks together. It uses some 

vehicles with both WLAN and cellular capabilities as the gateways and mobile 

network routers so that vehicles with only WLAN capabilities can communicate with 

them through multi h~p links, to remain connected to the world [2]. 

Fig. 1.3: Hybrid Architecture of VANETs 

3 



Chapter- I Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks 

1.3 Characteristics ofV ANETs: 

V ANETs can be distinguished from other kinds of Ad-Hoc networks by following unique 

properties [ 1]: 

1. Highly Dynamic Topology: 

Due to high speed movement of vehicles, the topology of V ANETs frequently 

changes . .-For example, vehicles having a transmission range of 300m, in the worst 

case if two cars travelling at the speed 30 rn!s then their links will be lost in every 

10 seconds. 

2. Frequently Disconnected networks: 

In case of low vehicle density as in rural areas, V ANETs have high probability of 

disconnection. In this environment, transmitting packets to neighbors or multi hop 

packets to sinks is a major problem due to lack of vehicular connectivity. 

3. Sufficient Energy and Storage capability: 

The nodes in V ANETs have ample energy and computing power for processing 

and storage because nodes are supported by vehiCles instead of hand held devices. 

4. Different Environments and Application: 

Nodes in V ANETs have to be in various environments like highway scenario, 

urban areas, rural areas, battle fields. Number of protocols has been designed for 

these complicated sensing environments. At the same time these protocols should 

be flexible for the application related with V ANETs such as traffic management, 

environment monitoring, vehicle tracking and traffic safety. 

5. Mobility Prediction: 

Because ofhigh speed movement of vehicle nodes, the prediction of future 
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Chapter-1 Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks 

position of node becomes very important in the design of V ANETs routing 

protocols. This prediction can be made possible by GPS navigation system. 

6. Geographical Communication: 

In case of unicast or multicast, communication end points are defined as ID or 

group ofiDs (IP address or group ofiP address). In case ofV ANETs most of the 

application needs geographical based communications in which we need to 

communicate with all the nodes that belong to particular geographical area. 

1.4 Issues in the design of routing protocols for V ANETs: 

The special and unique characteristics of V ANETs raise various challenging issues. We 

need to consider the following during design of routing protocols [2]. 

1. Asymmetrical Transmission Range: The transmission range of vehicle sensors 

and cellular gateways or WLAN access point is different. Vehicle sensors have 

smaller coverage than access point. 

2. Hard Delay Constraints: For some V ANETs messages, high data rate is not 

required; instead real time processing is required. For example, in accident or 

break fail messages. 

3. Reliability and Quality of Service: For reliable delivery of data in V ANETs, we 

need some acknowledgement. Sometimes delivery of time is also closely 

associated with data. 

4. Flexibility: Routing protocols should be flexible in different environments of 

V ANETs and various kinds of applications which require different kinds of 

services. 

5. Scalability and Fault Tolerance: Generally V ANETs are large scale networks 

facing unpredictable obstacles such as buildings and mountains. Therefore routing 
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Chapter- I Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks 

schemes should have low influence on increase of the network area and should be 

able to form new links and routs to destination in case of failure. 

6. Low Cost: Most of the current solutions of V ANETs needs heavy infrastructure. 

Therefore proposed protocols should be economical as well as efficient. 

7. Security: Especially in commercial and military applications, security becomes 

an important issue. Therefore routing should be secure and message transfer 

should be authenticated. 

6 



Chapter-2 

ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN VANETs 

Routing in V ANETs has been studied recently and many different protocols are proposed. We 

classify them into the following three categories: 

I. Broadcast Routing 

2. Geo-cast Routing 

3. Unicast Routing 

2.1 Broadcast Routing 

Broadcasting is a basic scheme for routing in V ANETs. Specially used for short distance 

scenarios such as a segment of road where the sensed data can be traffic jam video, weather, 

emergency, road condition, and delivering advertisements and announcements. 

• Flooding: It broadcasts message to all of its neighbors except the one from where it 

has got its message. It performs well for limited number of sensors but with the 

increasing number of nodes performance drops quickly [3). 

• BROAD COMM: Durresi et al. proposed emergency broadcast protocol for 

highways based on hierarchical structure. Highways are divided into cells where 

vehicles move along. Nodes are divided into two levels of hierarchy. The ftrst level 

includes all the nodes. The second level is represented by cell reflectors. Cell 

reflectors are the nodes located at geographical center of cells. Cell reflectors work as 

base station and handles in/out emergency messages from neighboring cells [4]. 

• Vector Based Tracking Detection (V-TRADE)/ History Enhanced-V-TRADE: 

GPS based broadcast protocols. This scheme classifies the neighbors into different 

forwarding groups. For each group only a small subset of vehicles is selected to 

rebroadcast the message. V-TRADE uses vehicle movement and position vectors 

7 



Chapter-2 Routing Protocols in V ANETs 

Whereas, HV-TRADE uses vehicle history position information for subset selection 

[5]. 

• Urban Multi-hop broadcast (UBM): In UBM the sender node tries to select the 

furthest node in broadcast direction for forwarding and acknowledging packets 

without any prior topology information. It is specially designed to overcome 

interference, packet collision and hidden node problems. RTB, CTB and ACK are 

used for reliability [6]. 

2.2 Geo-cast Routing 

It is basically location based multicast routing. The objective of geo-cast routing is to 

deliver packets from source node to all other nodes within a specified geographical region, 

also called Zone ofRelevance (ZOR). 

It is based on direct flooding which limits the message forwarding overhead and network 

congestion by ~efining a forwarding zone [1]. 

• Linda bariesemeister et al's Protocol : In this protocol when a node receives a 

packet, it does not forward it immediately but waits for some duration according 

to following formula. 

WT(d) = MaxWT
---.d+MaxWT 
Range 

Where, MaxWT =Maximum Waiting Time 

Range = Transmission range 

d= Distance from sender 

d= min {d, range} 

The waiting time is inversely proportional to the sender's distance from current 

node. When, this waiting time expires and the current node does not receive same 

message from other neighboring nodes then the current node rebroadcasts the 
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Chapter-2 Routing Protocols in V ANETs 

message. It improves the system reliability but increases system delay [7]. 

• Cached Geo-cast: Maihofer and Eberhard's scheme add a small cache in routing 

layer which is used to hold those packets that can't be forwarded instantly due to 

local minimum. When a new neighbor comes into reach or known neighbors 

change their positions, the cached message is forwarded to newly discovered 

nodes. It always chooses greedy distance approach to forward packet towards 

destination. It is good at abating system latency but with the increase of network 

topology, data forwarding loop creates problems [8]. 

ALGORITHM-:1 

Forward Packet 

(used for forwarding packets by node) 

N Forward Packet (P) 

II P.d.c ..... packet's destination region center 

II P.fwdRetries ... packet's forward attempt at current node 

II MaxFwdRetries ... Maximum forward attempts defmed 

1. nh=FindNearestNeighbor(P.d.c); //Find neighbor closest to destination 

2. if (nh!=NULL) then //suitable neighbor found 

3. send packet P to nh 

4. else 

5. if (P.fwdRetries < MaxFwdRetries) then 

6. Delay P and Recall Forward Packet(p) 

7. else 

8. Put Pinto cache 

• Abiding Geo-cast: In this protocol, packets need to deliver all nodes that are 

inside the geocast destination region during the geocast lifetime (a certain period 

oftime) [9]. 

It uses three approaches for forwarding messages: Server approach, election 

approach and neighbor approach. 

9 



Chapter-2 Routing Protocols in V ANETs 

2.3 Unicast Routing 

It works efficiently for avoiding data collisions. It is divided into two categories. 

1. Cluster based unicast. 

2. Position based unicast 

2.3.1Ciuster-Based Unicast Routing 

A virtual network infrastructure is cre~ted through the clus1ering of node in order to 

provide scalability [ 1 ]. 

---------~--E~--~~E-E~~E-~9-- -~--· -
Cluster Cluster-head Normal vehicle 

Fig. 2.1: Cluster Based Unicast Routing in VANETs 

Each cluster has a cluster head which is responsible for intra & inter-cluster coordination. 

Inside nodes communicates though direct links and inter-cluster communication is done 

through cluster heads. 

• Clustering for open IVC Network Algorithm (COIN): In this protocol cluster 

election is based on vehicular dynamics and driver intentions. Here oscillatory 

nature of inter-vehicle distances is also considered [10]. 

• Location based Relative Algorithm- Cluster Based Flooding (LORA-CBF): 

Each node can be the cluster head, gateway or cluster member. Greedy routing is 

used to forward packets. LREQ and LREP are used to find unknown routes [11]. 

10 



Chapter-2 Routing Protocols in V ANETs 

2.3.2 Position-Based Unicast Routing 

Node movement in V ANETs is usually restricted in just bidirectional movements 

constrained along roads and streets. Therefore geographic routing based on position 

has been identified as a more promising routing technique for V ANETs [I]. 

• Greedy Routing (GR): always forwards the packets to the node that IS 

geographically closest to the destination. 

• Gre.edy _Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR): it .combines greedy routing 
. 

with face routing to get out of the local minimum where greedy routing fails 

[12]. 

Problems of GPSR: 

);> Direct communication between nodes may not exist due to obstacles 

such as buildings and trees. 

);> If we first apply the planar graph to build routing topology and then 

run greedy or face routing on it then routing performance will 

degrade because of longer path 

(a) RNG (b) Disconnection b/w UV 

Fig. 2.2: Disconnection Problem in GPSR in V ANETs 

11 



Chapter-2 Routing Protocols in V ANETs 

Figure Explanation: Disconnected link between UV 

a. Relative neighborhood Graph (RNG) is planar topology used by GPSR. It 

tells that if the intersection of two circles centered at U& V with radius 

IIUVII does not contain any other node then there will be a direct 

connection between U & V. 

b. In GPSR, link UV is removed because node a & b exist inside the 

intersection area but because of obstacles like buildings, trees link ua and 

ub are not avail~ble .. Thus U and V becomes disconnected whjch cause 

GPSR failure. 

Various techniques have been proposed to deal with these challenges. 

• Greedy Perimeter Coordinator Routing (GPCR): It does not require street map 

information. It uses the fact that junctions are the only place where critical routing 

decisions are need to be taken [13]. 

Therefore packet should always forward to a coordinator node on a junction rather 

than being forwarded across the junction. 

(a) Restricted Greedy (b) Right-hand rule 

Fig. 2.3: Restricted Greedy and Right-hand Rule of GPCR in V ANETs 

12 
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To get out oflocal minimum problem GPCR uses repair strategy: 

~ Right hand rule is used to forward packet at junction by the coordinator. 

~ Apply greedy forwarding in between junctions 

2.4 Comparison of Routing Protocols: 

TABLE I 

COMPARISION OF ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

Routing Protocol Routing Type Position information? Hierarchical Simulation Delay 

(how to use) Structure? Scenario 

Flooding Broadcast No No ------ Long 

BROADCOMMM Broadcast Formation of cell Yes Highway Short 

Model 

V/HV-TRADE Broadcast Classify forwarding group No Simple·. Short 

Intersection 

L.Briesemeiser et Geocast Packet forwarding No Highway Normal 

al model 

Cached Geocast Geocast Packet forwarding No Quadratic Short 

Network 

Model 

Abiding Geocast Packet forwarding No -------- Short 

COIN Unicast Cluster Formation Yes Highway Short 

LORA CBF Unicast Packet forwarding and Yes Road Model Short 

location prediction 

13 



Chapter-2 Routing Protocols in V ANETs 

Above table summarizes the characteristics of routing protocols ofV ANETs with following key 

properties like routing types, usage of position Information, hierarchical, simulation scenario, 

delay. In general, position based routing and geo-casting is more promising than other routing 

protocols for V ANETs because of geographical constrains. However the performance of routing 

protocol depends heavily on mobility model, driving environment, vehicular density and many 

other facts. Therefore having the universal routing solution for all application of V ANETs is 

extremely hard. In other words for specific V ANETs application, we need specific routing 

protocol and mobility model to fulfill its requirements. 

Security is also important for routing in V ANETs, because many applications will affect life-or-. . 
death decisions and illicit tampering can have devastating consequences. This characteristic 

makes secure routing in V ANETs more challenging and novel then it is in other communication 

network. 

14 



Chapter-3 

GEOCASTING IN VANETs 

3.1 Introduction 

The first idea of geocast goes back to attempt to relate IP address to geographic locations in 

the UUMAP project. The project maintained a database in which geographic locations of 

internet host were stored. Later two similar projects tried to relate DNS names to geographic 

locations. They extended the DNS data structure with geographic longitude and latitude 

information, which makes it possible to return geographi~ location of a host based on IP 

address or DNS names. However, both these approaches were notable to support the reverse 

function, that is, they were not able to return the IP address or DNS name based on 

geographic information. Therefore, such systems made it possible to relate data flows with 

geographic areas, but they were unsuitable to direct data flow to a given geographic area. 

Routing packets to a geographic destination location was . first presented in Cartesian 

Routing. Cartesian Routing uses latitude-based and longitude-based addresses. Each network 

node, that is, source node, destination node, or intermediate node, knows its geographic 

address and the geographic addresses of its directly connected routers. Based on this 

information, geographic routing is possible where packets are forwarded to the neighboring 

node that is closer to the destination node than any other neighboring node or the forwarding 

node itself. If no neighboring node is closer to the destination than the forwarding node, the 

search space is enlarged by considering all nodes with n-hops distance to the forwarding 

node, using a flooding mechanism. Note that this approach is the basic algorithm for several 

later protocols. A restriction of Cartesian Routing is that only unicast is considered [14]. 

Current V ANETs applications focus on three main areas: improving road safety (accident 

avoidance), enhancing driver convenience by providing alternative routes based on the road 

condition and finally in-vehicle V ANETs applications like those for entertainment and inter

vehicle social chatting and cooperative gaming. Current road safety application focuses on 

15 
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warning systems for the purpose of road safety improvements [ 15]. A vehicle-to-vehicle live 

video streaming architecture is proposed in [16]. In V ANETs, a vehicle can communicate 

with other vehicles directly through a wireless connection if they exist within its 

transmission range. In [ 17], the authors proposed a method to collect traffic information to 

estimate arrival time from destination using IEEE 802.11 b based communication. It divides 

the road map into areas and each vehicle measures the time required to pass each area. Each 

vehicle periodically broadcasts their passage time to neighboring vehicles. The vehicles 

average area passage time is calculated by creating statistics data when number of area 

passage time records reaches a predetermined threshold. Another system for discovering and 

disseminating traffic congestion is proposed in [17]. Where vehicles build their own local 

traffic maps of speeds experienced on visited roads and shares this information with other 

vehicles. This allows a vehicle to build a map of expected speeds even on non-visited roads. 

3.2 Geocast Routing Motivation 

Emerging inter vehicles communication based on mobile networks has sparked considerable 

curiosity about the intelligent transport systems (ITSs). Wireless ad-hoc network 

communication plays a vital role in ITS. By using the global positioning system (GPS), 

V ANETs have overcome the limitation of traditional systems, like radar and video cameras 

and make possible more advanced services in ITS. 

Most of the ITS services require sending messages to all nodes in a certain geographical 

area, called geocasting, a subclass of multicasting. Unlike multicast, which sends a packet 

to arbitrary nodes, geocast enables transmission of a packet to all nodes within a pre-defined 

geographical region. The goal of geocasting is to guarantee delivery while maintaining a 

low cast [18]. 

In vehicular ad-hoc networks, the major challenge for routing protocol is to find a route 

from the sender to the destination without any preconfigured information and under 

constantly varying link circumstances. Topology based routing is strictly avoided because 
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of dynamic changes in topology. The approach of position based routing relies only on 

geographic position information to deal with the problem of dynamic topology changes. 

This means, that all routing decisions, to which node packet should be forwarded, are based 

on the geographic destination data that is included in the packet. Position based routing is a 

suitable candidate for vehicular ad-hoc networks since position information is already 

available from navigation systems [ 19]. 

The motivation for using a geocast protocol is three folds. First, in vehicular ad-hoc 

networks we are only interested in communication between vehicles within the same . . 
geographical region in which the vehicle belongs. We refer this geographic region m which 

messages are transmitted to as the zone of relevance (ZOR). The boundaries of this area are 

determined by the GPS coordinates. This allows the information exchanged between 

vehicles to be flooded in a limited fashion. Second, geocast protocols have this nice 

property of using a multicast tree for broadcasting the requests from the vehicles in need of 

information, to the potential vehicle in the same ZOR. The multicast tree is used to route the 

responses back to the source using the same communication tree in a unicast way. Finally, 

gocast protocols being not necessarily a point-to-point protocols can be easily customized to 

piggyback application specific information such as those related to the road [20]. 

3.3 Different Techniques of Geocast Routing 

There are three different techniques of geocast routing. Routing with simple flooding, Direct 

flooding and no flooding [21]. 

3.3.1 Routing with simple flooding 

In this protocol, the source node delivers the information to all the nodes inside its 

transmission range. This protocol is directly not used in V ANETs, but indirectly used 

for comparison of protocols. Performance of this protocol is very low because with the 

increase of number of nodes in the networks, load and looping of information becomes 

an unmanageable problem for the system. 
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3.3.2 Routing with directional flooding 

In this protocol source node delivers the information to the forwarding zone nodes 

which are inside the transmission range. Here different types of forwarding zone can 

be used. There are two popular forwarding zones, Rectangular forwarding zone and 

distance based forwarding zone. 

In the rectangular forwarding zone technique, source node sends the information to all 

nodes in its transmission range but only those nodes that belongs to the forwarding 

zone forwards the information to the next level. Nodes that do not belong to · 

forwarding zone will simply discard the information. This is shown in following 

diagram very clearly. 
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Rectangular Forwarding Zone 

Fig. 3.1: Rectangular Forwarding Zone in V ANETs 

In distance based forwarding technique~ source node and each current sender, forwards 

information packet to the node which is nearest to destination region and inside its transmission 

range. At the end when a node sees that destination region is within my transmission range it , 
forwards information to all the nodes of the destination region. This technique is also explained 

clearly in the following diagram. 
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Fig. 3.2: Distance Based Forwarding in V ANETs 

3.3.3 Routing without flooding 

In this Technique there are three basic components Geo-Node, Geo-Router and Geo-Host. 

Each Geo-Router has circular range, which is covered by Geo-Node. Routers are connected 

with each other. Source node (any Geo~Host) sends information packet to its Geo-Node 
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which automatically forwards it to its Geo-Router. Geo-Router fmds an appropriate Geo-
.. 

Router according to the destination region. The last Geo-Router forwards information 

packet to all Geo-Node that are covering the destination region's Geo-Hosts. 
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RELATED WORK 

4.1 Detection and dissemination of road traffic congestion 

This protocol is an integrated solution having two main components: 

• A flooding based geocast protocol for disseminating and exchanging road 

traffic information in a real time. 

• A modified version Dijkstra algorithm which is used to dynamically 

recalculate the vehicle's route to a given destination by finding the least 

congested route 

The operation of this protocol is based on simple request-response messages. The 

multicast tree is built by vehicles broadcasting the request to those vehicles within the 

transmission range. A request and response message is of the following form: 

I Req ID I Src ID I ZOR I Resp ID 

Request Response 

Fig. 4.1: Request and Response Message format 

This request message is transmitted to the next vehicles m the transmission 

neighborhood. Upon receiving a request message the vehicles first check whether it has 

already received this message from different route and whether it's current GPS position 

is within the ZOR area indicated in the ZOR field ofthe message. The current message is 

ignored if the vehicle is outside ZOR or it has been already received. Otherwise the 

vehicle broadcasts the request message again to the next neighboring vehicle and sends a 

response message back to the source vehicle [20]. 

How it decides ZOR and Congestion Index: 
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4.1.1 Zone of Relevance: 

The ZOR coordinates consists of the coordinates of the angle representing the 

geometrical region covering a given area. Typically geometrical region is of 

rectangle shape with each angle is identified by its GPS coordinates. 

4.1.2 Congestion Index: 

Congestion index is calculated by following formula: 

Where T is time actual travel time and T0 IS the ideal travel time when no 

congestion is experienced. 

4.1.3 Least Congested route calculation: 

It uses modified Dijkstra algorithm to dynamically calculate least congested route. 

It has modified Dijkstra Algorithm because of two reasons, first congestion indexes 

are dynamic. It changes continuously. Therefore while a vehicle is driving towards 

its destination, the least congested route may become congested one, which requires 

vehicles to regularly re-calculate their route. Second, a least congested route may 

not be the best one in terms of travel distance and cost. Therefore we design 

following factor based formula to calculate Dynamic distance or weight of the 

route. 

D=a.d+ ~.CI 

Where a and ~ are the importance factor that the driver wants to give respectively to 

distance and congestion index.a and ~ are bound by the following relationship. 

a=l-~ 
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Here 13 actually represents the point up to which driver cares about least 

connectedness. The vehicles use least congested route algorithm every time they 

approach towards a junction which may lead to more than one direction. Therefore 

the number of times the newer route is recalculated is bound by the number of 

junction a vehicle crosses. Assuming a road section between two connected 

junctions i and j, an Dij can be calculated as: 

D . . = a.d . . + fJ.CJ . . 
1,) 1,) 1,) 

Here, D;,; is ·the dynamic distance used in the modified Dijkstra Algorithm. d;,; IS 

the actual distance and Cl;J is the congestion index between junction i and j. 

Following is the complete flowchart ofthe discussed technique. 
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Fig. 4.2: Flowchart of Detection and Dissemination of Road Traffic Congestion Protocol 
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4.2 Geocast for Commercial AD dissemination 

This Geocast technique disseminates commercial advertisements to as many vehicles as 

possible with a smaller number of message forwarding. 

4.2.1 System Architecture 

Vehicles are GPS enabled and also maintain its neighbor information (address and 

location). The road side unit (RSU) initiates the dissemination of an advertisement 

message (AD message) during the time interval lAP· Among the vehicles which are 

receiving AD message from RSU two are selected as next forwarders. Each vehicle 

chosen as forwarders selects one or more next forwarders to disseminate AD 

message to other vehicles [22]. 

RSU Addr Sender Sender's Coordinates Time Interval 

Addr Forwarder List of DR JAP 

Fig. 4.3: Format of Advertisement Message 

4.2.2 Operation 

It has divided its operation in following two sub operations: 

• Geocast AD message from RSU to entire DR with smaller number of 

message forwarding. 

• Make the Ad message live in DR during lAP. 

AD 

For the first operation each vehicle selects its next forwarders and includes this 

information in the forwarded AD message. When a vehicle receives an AD message 

from RSU, it sets its timer T5 proportional to the distance from itself to the center of 

DR. Now if it receives an AD message from the other vehicles ahead in its moving 
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directions before the expiration of timer T s then it assumes that another vehicle has 

already forwarded the message and cancels its timer. Otherwise it forwards the Ad 

message with the list of next forwarders, which lets its neighbors know that whether 

they should forward the AD message or not. Number of next forwarder n is defmed 

as: 

N=R/~ 

Here R is transmission range and 0 :::; ~ :::; R. Next forwarder is always selected from 

the vehicles which are moving ahead in its moving direction. 

For the second operation, a vehicle having received an AD message from other 

vehicle uses a timer T 0 to make alive the AD message .. The vehicle estimates the 

time to reach to center of DR by itself based on its average speed, current position 

and distance from the center. This estimated time is used to set the timer T D· Now if 

the vehicle doesn't receive AD message from other vehicle before the expiration of 

T 0 , it sends the AD message with next forwarder list for newly entering vehicles in 

the DR. Otherwise, it cancels timer T 0 [22]. 

4.3 Transmission Range Control and Caching in Geocast 

This protocol proposes transmission range control mechanism to improve neighborhood 

selection technique which significantly decreases network load and end to end delivery 

delay. It also gives a caching mechanism to deal with high velocity which results constant 

neighborhood change and unstable routing path [ 19]. 

4.3.1 Range Forwarding 

In the default greedy forwarding scheme a node that is closest to destination region 

(DR), which is inside the transmission range is always selected as next forwarder. 

But the problem with this mechanism is that the selected next forwarder node may 

go out of transmission range dynamically, resulting a loss of packet. 
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To improve this neighborhood selection technique, a ranger which is smaller than 

the wireless transmission range is assigned to each node. Now next forwarding node 

is selected from the neighbors that are: 

• Closer to the packet's DR and 

• Inside the preconfigured forwarding range r. 

4.3.2 Caching Approach 

In order to reduce the packet loss during line forwarding, a caching technique is 

used. It adds a small cache to the routing that keeps those packets that can't be 

forwarded instantly due to local minimum problem. The cache gets notified about 

every newly discovered node or about changes in neighbors' position. This 

notification is handled by a beaconing system. Each beacon used for notification 

contains current position of the vehicle from where beacon comes. 

Whenever a cache gets a beacon, it checks whether there is a packet stored whose 

destination is closer to the new node. If yes then it forwards the cached packet to 

new node otherwise ignores the beacon. This means the cache operates on-demand 

and does not result in higher network overhead as in the case of blind periodical 

resending attempts [19]. 
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4.3.3 Pseudocode for Beaconing System 

ALGORITHM-II 

GETS BEACON 

(Used to perform operation whenever a node gets a beacon packet) 

N Gets Beacon (S,P) 

II S ..... address of beacon sender 

I IP ...... position of beacon sender 

.liT ... .. neighbor Table 

I. If there exist ani such that T[i].address=S then II neighbor present 

2. T[i].position=P; II change position 

3. Else 

4. Add(S,P) to T; 

5. checkCache; II search cache for any possible packet forwarding 
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IMPROVED CACHING TECHNIQUE 
USING FULL RADIO TRANSMISSION 
RANGE POWER 

5.1 Protocol Design 

My proposed "geocast routing protocol with improved caching technique usmg full 

transmission range power" is based on "Geocast in Vehicular Environments: Caching and 

Transmission Range Control for Improved Efficiency" [ 19]. My protocol has two main 

concepts that is different from [19] and which makes it novel. 

1. Improved Caching Technique 

2. Transmission with full Radio Transmission Range Power 

5.1.1 Improved Caching Technique: 

My goecast protocol improves the caching methodology ofpaper [19] by not only 

caching those information packets that can't be forwarded because there is no node in 

its transmission range that is nearer to the destination region from itself, But also 

caching those information packet that can't be sent because the node which is nearer 

to destination region from itself, goes out of range immediately because of high speed 

movements. 

My geocast protocol also perform re-caching, means that it does not send a cached 

information packets until it can be delivered to either more appropriate node or 
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destination with surety. For this guaranteed delivery, node uses neighborhood table 

information which contains following information about each neighbor node. 

Position Info Address Info Average Speed Info Current time when a neighbor 
has sent this info 

Fig. 5.1: Format of Neighborhood Table Information 

This improved caching methodology almost eliminated the packet loss during line 

forwarding as well as during forwarding of cached packet. I~ ·either delivered t~e 

packet with guarantee or if it can!t deliver then cached/re-cached the packet. If we 

compare [ 19] 's caching approach then we fmd that it only reduces packet loss during 

line forwarding. It does not guarantee packet delivery. 

The local cache of each node is maintained by a "Beaconing System". Any change in 

the position of neighborhood nodes is notified to the node which updates its 

neighborhood information table and searches the cache for the nodes that can be 

forwarded using updated information of neighborhood table. 

This means our cache operates on demand and doesn't increase the network load by 

periodically attempting to resend a cached packet. 

5.1.2 Transmission with full Radio Transmission Range Power: 

My geocast protocol eliminates the transmission range control mechanism of [ 19] 

which actually decreases the performance of [ 19] by increasing the number of 

forwarding needed to send a packet from source to destination. 

My Geo-cast protocol performs a coverage-determination before sending each packet 

at each node where the packet may be coming from other node or it may be cached 

packet. 
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5.1.3 Pseudo code for Coverage Determination Algorithm 

ALGORITHM-III 

COVERAGE DETERMINATION 

(Used to determine that whether a particular node is within my transmission range?) 

Coverage_ Determination( I,C,N) 

II I is the node which is actually being tested for under coverage (for receiver) 

I I C is the center of destination region, N is the current node position( sender) 

I. If ( average_ speed(N) ::::::: average_ speed (I) ) 

2. return true; 

3. If (Cis front side ofN) then { 

4. If( average_speed(N) ~ average_speed(I) then 

5. return true; 

6. Elseif( II position(N) + ( current_time- time_from_neiborhood_table )* 

average_speed(N), position(I) + ( current_time- time_from_neiborhood_table )* 

average_ speed(I) II < transmission range ) then 

7. return true 

8. else 

9. return false; 

10. } 

11. If( Cis rear side ofN) then { 

12. If( average_speed(N) ~ average_speed(I) then 

13. return true; 

14. Elseif ( II position(I) + ( current_time- time_from_neiborhood_table )* 

average_speed(I), position(N) + ( current_time- time_from_neiborhood_table )* 

average_ speed(N) II < transmission range ) then 

15. return true 

16. else 

17. return false; 

18. } 
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Explanation of Coverage Determination Algorithm: 

The above algorithm determines that currently whether a node is in my transmission range or not 

using the information of neighborhood table information about that node. This algorithm is 

actually indirectly used to find a node which is nearest to the destination region and in my 

transmission range in a guaranteed way among high speed nodes. 

In the 151 steps it compares the average speed of itself with intended receiver node, if it is same 

then it returns true meaning that intended node may the next receiver. In the 3 rd step it checks the 

position of intended receiver. The intended receiver may be m froht side or rear of the current 

sender node. If it is in front then in the 51
h step it compares the average speed ofthe current node 

and intended receiver. If the average speed ofthe current node is greater than the average speed 

of the intended receiver then it returns true, meaning that intended receiver may be the next 

forwarder. In the 7th step it calculates the distance traveled by intended receiver during the 

interval when it had sent the last beacon up to the current time and compares this distance with 

distance travelled by current ·node during the same time period. If the difference between these 

two distances is less then radio transmission range of the node then it returns true meaning that 

intended receiver may be the next forwarder. In 12th step, If the intended receiver is in rear side 

of the current node then we calculate the distance travelled by the current node during the time 

period when the intended receiver had sent the last beacon up to the current time and compares 

this distance with the distance travelled by the intended receiver during same time period. If the 

difference between these two distances is less than radio transmission range of the node then it 

returns true meaning that intended receiver may be the next forwarder node. In the last in step 

19th it returns false, if all the above condition fails meaning that the intended receiver can't be the 

next forwarder. 
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Coverage Determination Algorithm is actually used in the modified 

"Find _Nearest_Neighborhood" algorithm of [ 19], as the 5th step as follows: 

ALGORITHM-IV 

MODIFIED FIND NEAREST NEIGHBOR [19] 

Modified_Find_Nearest_Nieghbor (I,C,N) 

II I is the node which is actually being tested for nearest neighbor 

I I C is the center of destination region 

/IN is the current node position(sender) 

1. If 3 I : II position(l), C II < II position(N), C II 
2. and 

3. V K : II position(l), C II < II position(K), C II 
4. and 

5. Coverage_Determination(l, C, N) 

This integration of 51
h step in the above algorithm of [19] gives it a guarantee that the node 

selected by above algorithm as the next forwarder will definitely be in the radio transmission 

range during the transmission. This integration significantly eliminates the packet loss in the 

novel geocast protocol. 
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5.2 Performance Analysis: 

The performance evaluation of our new protocol is straight forward and simple. As we have 

discussed, we have eliminated the concept of "range forwarding" of [19], which actually 

decreases the transmission range of each node directly from its actual transmission range to 

combat the high speed movement of nodes in V ANETs. 

In our new protocol, we retain the transmission range of the node as its actual transmission 

range. It means that node transmit packets with full transmission power. To combat the high 

speed movement of node we use the above novel "Coverage Determination" algorithms that 

instantly determines that whether a particular node will be in our transmission range or not, 

before transmitting any packet to that node. 

It means the number of forwarding need to send a packet from source to destination in our 

novel protocol will be definitely less than [ 19] because our novel protocol is using full 

transmission power and [ 19] is using decremented transmission power which may be half or 

one third ofthe actual transmission power of the nodes. 

Therefore we can conclude that our novel protocol will definitely perform better than the 

[ 19]. The overall throughput of our novel protocol will be more than [ 19] and the delay and 

p~cket loss will be less than [19]. 

We have practically proved this analyses by our simulation results which have been 

discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
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6.1 Network Simulator used: 

Chapter-6 

Network simulator (version-2.34) [23, 24, and 25] is an object-oriented, discrete event driven 

network simulator developed at UC Berkeley. It is written in C++ and uses OTcl (Tel script 

language with Object-oriented extensions developed at MIT) as a command and 

configuration interface. ns v2 has three substantial changes from ns vl: 

1. More complex objects in.ns vl have been decomposed into simpler components for 

greater flexibility. 

2. The configuration interface is now OTcl, which is an object oriented version ofTcl. 

3. The interface code to the OTcl interpreter is separated from the main simulator. 

Fig. 6.1 shows the simplified user's view of ns. ns is an Object-oriented Tel {OTcl) script 

interpreter that has a simulation event scheduler, network component object libraries, and 

network setup module libraries. To setup and run a simulation network, a user should write 

an OTcl script that initiates an event scheduler, sets up the network topology using network 

objects and setup functions in the library, and tells the traffic sources when to start and stop 

transmitting packets through the event scheduler. 
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I OTcll I 
script ""\ OTcl Interpreter 

" 
I I I 

Simul. Results 
program 

NS Library 

• Event Scheduler 

• Network component objects 

• Network setup module 

Fig. 6.1: Simplified User's View 

For obtaining ns simulation results, when our simulation is finished (from jig. 6.1), ns 

produces one or more text-based output files which contain detailed simulation data, if 

specified in OTcl script. This data can be used for simulation analysis or as an input to the 

· graphical simulation display tool called Network Animator (NAM). 

6.2 Efficient Caching with Full Transmission Range Power 

In the process of simulation of our proposed geocast routing protocol, I added my geocast 

routing protocol in NS2 base directory and performed changes in the files of NS2 base 

directory that is required to add any new routing protocol in NS2. 

During addition to my routing protocol in NS2, I have created a directory named as 

grp_icftr (geocast routing protocol- efficient caching with full transmission range power). 

Inside this directory, I have created eight files described as follows: 

1. grp_icftr_packet.h: Definition ofpacket format used in the protocol. 

2. grp_icftr_rtable.h: Routing table and its supported class declaration. 

3. grp _icftr _ rtable.cc: Definition of routing table class and its supported class functions. 

4. grp _icftr.h: Routing agent declaration and its supported class declaration. 
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5. grp_icftr.cc: Definition of functions ofRouting Agent class and its supported class. 

6. grp _ icftr _logs.cc: Defining logging functions. 

7. grp _icftr _rqueue.h: Declaration of queue management class. 

8. grp _icftr _rqueue.cc: Defmition of functions of queue related classes. 

Now, I have modified following files ofNS2 base directory to add my geocast routing 

protocol. 

1. ... N s mot/Make file 

2. ... Ns root /queue/priqueue.cc 

3. . .. Ns root /common/packet.h 

4. . .. Ns root /trace/cmu-trace.h 

5. . .. Ns root /trace/cmu-trace.cc 

6. . .. Ns root /tcl/lib/ns-packet.tcl 

7. . .. Ns root /tcl/lib/ns-lib.tcl 

8. . .. Ns root /tcl/lib/ns-agent.tcl 

9. . .. Ns root /tclllib/ns-mobilenode.tcl 

After addition of routing protocol, I have used following TCL script to analyze throughput, 

delay and packet loss of the proposed geocast routing protocol. I have used comment lines 

in the script to explain the corresponding commands. 

I have used eight (8) vehicular nodes. Four (4) are source node and others are destination 

nodes. Each source is a CBR source over UDP. The size of a transmitted packet is 512 

bytes. Transmission rate of a node is 600 Kbps. The simulation time lasted for 80 sec. 
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#>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

# Simulation of Geocast routing protocol with efficient caching & full transmission range power 

#>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

# setting valuse and Configuring paramaters realated to simulation nodes 

set val( chan) Channel!WirelessChannel;# channel type 

set val(prop) Propagation/TwoRayGround;# radio-propagation model 

set val(netif) Phy/WirelessPhy;# network interface type 

set val(mac) Mac/802 _ _:1 1;# MAC type 

set val(ifq) · Queue/DropTail!PriQueue;# interface queue type 

set val(ll) LL;# link layer type 

set val(ant) Antenna/OrnniAntenna;# antenna model 

set val(ifqlen) 50;# max packet in ifq 

set val(nn) 8;# number of mobilenodes 

set val(rp) GRP _ICFTR;# My proposed routing protocol 

set val(x) 500;# X dimension of the topography 

set val(y) 500;# Y dimension of the topography 

Mac/802 II set RTSThreshold 3000 - -

Mac/802 11 set basic Rate 1Mb - -
Mac/802 11 set dataRate 2Mb - -

#>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

# trace file desctiptors initialization 

#>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

# Protocol Throughput Tracing >> 

set fO [open out02.tr w] 

set fl [open out12.tr w] 

set f2 [open out22.tr w] 

set f3. [open out32.tr w] 

#protocol packet Loss Tracing >> 

set f4 [open lost02.tr w] 
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set f5 [open lostl2.tr w] 

set f6 [open lost22. tr w] 

set f7 [open lost3 2. tr w] 

#protocol Packet Delay Tracing>> 

set f8 [open delay02. tr w] 

set f9 [open delayl2.trw] 

set flO [open delay22.tr w] 

set fll [open delay32.tr w] 

#Initializing Simulator>> 

set ns _ [new Simulator] 

# Initializ~g Trace file>>> 

set tracefd [open trace2.tr w] 

$ns trace-all $tracefd 

#Initializing Network Animator>>> 

set namtrace [open siml2.nam w] 

$ns_ namtrace-all-wireless $namtrace $val(x) $val(y) 

#setting topography object>>> 

set topo [new Topography] 

$topo load_ flat grid 500 500 

# Createing GOD object>>>> 

create-god $val(nn) 

# configuring node >>>>> 

$ns_ node-config -adhocRouting $val(rp) \ 

-llType $val(ll) \ 

· -macType $val(mac) \ 

-ifqType $val(ifq) \ 

-ifqLen $val(ifqlen) \ 

-ant Type $val( ant) \ 

-propType $val(prop) \ 

-phyType $val(netif) \ 

-channelType $val( chan) \ 
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-topolnstance $topo \ 

-agentTrace ON \ 

-routerTrace ON \ 

-macTrace OFF \ 

-movementTrace OFF 

#Creating node>>>> 

for {set i 0} {$i < $val(nn)} {incr i} { 

set node_($i) [$ns_ node] 

$node_($i) random-motion 0;# disabling random motion ofthe nodes 

} 

# giv~g initial position to. nodes 

$node_(O) set X_ 5.0 

$node_(O) set Y _ 5.0 

$node_(O) set Z_ 0.0 

$node_(l) set X_ 200.0 

$node_(l) set Y_ 5.0 

$node_(l) set z_ 0.0 

$node_(2) set X_ 5.0 

$node_(2) set Y _ 50.0 

$node_(2) set z_ 0.0 

$node _(3) set X_ 200.0 

$node _(3) set Y _ 50.0 

$node_(3) set z_ 0.0 

$node_(4) set X_ 5.0 

$node_(4) set Y _ 100.0 

$node_(4) set z_ 0.0 

$node_(5) set X_ 200.0 

$node_(5) set Y_IOO.O 

$node_(5) set z_ 0.0 

$node_(6) set X_ 2.0 

$node_(6) set Y _ 150.0 
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$node (6) set Z 0.0 - -

$node_(7) set X_ 200.0 

$node _(7) set Y _ 150.0 

$node_(7) set z_ 0.0 

# Setting traffic flow between nodes 

# UDP connectionsbetween node_(O) and node_(l) 

# Creating Constant four Bit Rate Traffic sources 

set agent} [new Agent!UDP];# Creating UDP Agent 

$agentl set prio _ 0;# Setting Its priority to 0 

set sink [new Agent/LossMonitor];# Creating Loss Monitor Sink in order to be able to trace the 

no ofbytes rec 
. . 

$ns _ attach-agent $node _(0) $agent 1 ;# Attach Agent to source node 

$ns_ attach-agent $node_(l) $sink;# Attach Agent to sink node 

$ns_ connect $agent} $sink;# Connect the nodes 

set appl [new Application/Traffic/CBR];# Create Constant Bit Rate application 

$appl set packetSize_ 512;# Set Packet Size to 512 bytes 

$app 1 set rate_ 600Kb;# Set CBR rate to 600 Kbits/sec 

$appl attach-agent $agentl ;#Attach Application to agent 

set agent2 [new Agent!UDP];# Create UDP Agent 

$agent2 set prio _ 1 ;# Set Its priority to 1 

set sink2 [new Agent/LossMonitor];# Create Loss Monitor Sink in order to be able to trace the 

no of bytes rec 

$ns_ attach-agent $node_(2) $agent2;# Attach Agent to source node 

$ns_ attach-agent $node_(3) $sink2;# Attach Agent to sink node 

$ns_ connect $agent2 $sink2;# Connect the nodes 

set app2 [new Application/Traffic/CBR];# Create Constant Bit Rate application 

$app2 set packetSize_ 512 ;#Set Packet Size to 512 bytes 

$app2 set rate_ 600Kb;# Set CBR rate to 600 Kbits/sec 

$app2 attach-agent $agent2;# Attach Application to agent 

set agent3 [new Agent!UDP];# Create UDP Agent 

$agent3 set prio _ 2;# Set Its priority to 2 
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set sink3 [new Agent/LossMonitor];# Create Loss Monitor Sink in order to be able to trace then 

obytes received 

$ns_ attach-agent $node_(4) $agent3;# Attach Agent to source node 

$ns_ attach-agent $node_(5) $sink3;# Attach Agent to sink node 

$ns _ connect $agent3 $sink3 ;# Connect the nodes 

set app3 [new Application/Traffic/CBR] ;#Create Constant Bit Rate application 

$app3 set packetSize_ 512;# Set Packet Size to 512 bytes 

$app3 set rate_ 600Kb;# Set CBR rate to 200 Kbits/sec 

$app3 attach-agent $agent3 ;# Attach Application to agent 

set agent4 [new Agent/UDP];# Create UDP Agent 

$agent4 set prio _ 3 ;# Set Its prio!ity to 3 

· set sink4 [new Agent/LossMonitor];# Create Loss Monitor Sink in order to be able to trace the 

no obytes received 

$ns_ attach-agent $node_(6) $agent4;# Attach Agent to source node 

$ns_ attach-agent $node_(7) $sink4;# Attach Agent to sink node 

$ns_ connect $agent4 $sink4;# Connect the nodes 

set app4 [new Application/Traffic/CBR];# Create Constant Bit Rate application 

$app4 set packetSize_ 512;# Set Packet Size to 512 bytes 

$app4 set rate_ 600Kb;# Set CBR rate to 200 Kbits/sec 

$app4 attach-agent $agent4;# Attach Application to agent 

# defines the node size in Network Animator 

for {set i 0} {$i < $val(nn)} {incr i} { 

$ns_ initial_node_pos $node_($i) 20 

} 

# Initializing Flags 

set holdtime 0 

set holdseq 0 

set holdtime1 0 

set holdseq1 0 

set holdtime2 0 

set holdseq2 0 
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set holdtime3 0 

set holdseq3 0 

set holdrate1 0 

set holdrate2 0 

set holdrate3 0 

set holdrate4 0 

# creating function to record Bit Rate, Delay and Drop 

proc record {} { 

global sink sink2 sink3 sink4 ill fl f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 holdtime holdseq holdtime1 holdseq1 

holdtime2 holdseq2 holdtime3 holdseq3 f8 f9 flO fl1 holdrate1 holdrate2 holdrate3 holdrate4 

set ns [Simulator instance] 

set tin1e 0.9 ;#Setting Sampling Time to 0.9 Sec 

set bwO [$sink set bytes_] 

set bw 1 [$sink2 set bytes_] 

set bw2 [$sink3 set bytes_] 

set bw3 [$sink4 set bytes_] 

set bw4 [$sink set nlost_] 

set bw5 [$sink2 set nlost_] 

set bw6 [$sink3 set nlost_] 

set bw7 [$sink4 set nlost_] 

set bw8 [$sink set lastPktTime _] 

set bw9 [$sink set npkts _] 

set bw 10 [$sink2 set lastPktTime _] 

set bwll [$sink2 set npkts_] 

set bw12 [$sink3 set lastPktTime_] 

set bw 13 [$sink3 set npkts _] 

set bw 14 [$sink4 set lastPktTime _] 

set bw15 [$sink4 set npkts_] 

set now [$ns now] 

#here we are recording Bit Rate in Trace File 

puts $ill "$now [expr (($bw0+$holdrate1)*8)/(2*$time*1000000)]" 
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puts $fl "$now [ expr (($bwl+$holdrate2)*8)/(2*$time* 1 000000)]" 

puts $f2 "$now [ expr (($bw2+$holdrate3)*8)/(2*$time* 1 000000)]" 

puts $f3 "$now [ expr (($bw3+$holdrate4)*8)/(2*$time* 1 000000)]" 

#here we are Recording Packet Loss Rate in File 

puts $f4 "$now [ expr $bw4/$time ]" 

puts $f5 "$now (expr $bw5/$time]" 

puts $f6 "$now [ expr $bw6/$time ]" 

puts $f7 "$now [expr $bw7/$time]" 

#here we are Recording Packet Delay in File 

if { $bw9 > $ho ldseq } { 

puts $f8 "$now [expr ($bw8- $holdtime)/($bw9- $~oldseq)]" 

} else { 

puts $f8 "$now [ expr ($bw9 - $holdseq)]" 

} 

if { $bw11 > $holdseq1 } { 

puts $f9 "$now [expr ($bwl0- $holdtime1)/($bw11 - $holdseql)]" 

} else { 

puts $f9 "$now [expr ($bwll - $holdseql)]" 

} 

if { $bw13 > $holdseq2} { 

puts $flO "$now [expr ($bw12- $holdtime2)/($bw13- $holdseq2)]" 

} else { 

puts $flO "$now [expr ($bwl3- $holdseq2)]" 

} 

if { $bw15 > $holdseq3 } { 

puts $fl1 "$now [expr ($bw14- $holdtime3)/($bw15- $holdseq3)]" 

} else { 

puts $fll "$now [expr ($bwl5- $holdseq3)]" 

} 

# Resetting Variables 

$sink set bytes_ 0 
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$sink2 set bytes_ 0 

$sink3 set bytes_ 0 

$sink4 set bytes_ 0 

$sink set nlost 0 

$sink2 set nlost 0 

$sink3 set nlost 0 

$sink4 set nlost 0 

set holdtime $bw8 

set holdseq $bw9 

set holdratel $bw0 

set holdrate2 $bwl 

set holdrate3 $bw2 

set holdrate4 $bw3 

$ns at [ expr $now+$time] "record";# repeating recording after $time interval sec 

} 

# Start Recording at Time 0 

$ns_ at 0.0 "record" 

$ns_ at 1.4 "$appl start" ;#Start transmission at timet= 1.4 Sec 

$ns_ at 10.0 "$app2 start";# Start transmission at timet= 10 Sec 

$ns_ at 20.0 "$app3 start";# Start transmission at timet= 20 Sec. 

$ns_ at 30.0 "$app4 start";# Start transmission at timet= 30 Sec 

# Stop Simulation at Time 80 sec 

$ns_ at 80.0 "stop" 

# Reset Nodes at time 80 sec 

for {setiO} {$i<$val(nn)} {incri} { 

$ns_ at 80.0 "$node_($i) reset"; 

} 

#Exit Simulatoion at Time 80.01 sec 

$ns_ at 80.01 "puts \"NS EXITING ... \"; $ns_ halt" 

proc stop {} { 

global ns _ tracefd fO fl f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9 fl 0 fll 
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} 

# Closing Trace Files 

close $f0 

close $fl 

close $t2 

close $f3 

close $f4 

close $f5 

close $f6 

close $D 

close $f8 

close $f9 

close $flO 

close $fll 

# Plotting Recorded Statistics 

exec xgraph out02.tr out12.tr out22.tr out32.tr -geometry 800x400 & 

exec xgraph lost02.tr lostl2.tr lost22.tr lost32.tr -geometry 800x400 & 

exec xgraph delay02.tr delayl2.tr delay22.tr delay32.tr -geometry 800x400 & 

#Resetting Trace File 

$ns flush-trace 

close $tracefd 

exit 0 

puts "Starting Simulation ... " 

$ns run 
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Chapter-6 Implementation Detail and Simulation Result 

6.3 Throughput Analysis: 
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Fig. 6.2: Throughput analysis of the protocol 

Node 1 starts transmitting at time T = 1.4 sec while Node 2 starts transmitting at time T= 10 

sec. During the period of time [I .4 sec, I 0 sec] Node I is the only transmitting node using the 

entire available bandwidth. This justifies the high performance of Node 1 during the 

specified interval of time. At time T=J 0 sec, Node 2 starts transmission hence sharing 

channel resources with Node 1. This explains the heavy reduction ofbit rate. In addition, the 

bit rate plot experiences heavier oscillations and reduction as the number of transmitting 

nodes increases. Oscillations are reflected in heavy disorders in network performance. 
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Chapter-6 Implementation Detailed and Simulation Result 

By the above analysis we can conclude that it will significantly well in case of geocasting 

because in geocasting of messages in V ANETs only one sender transmits messages to all the 

nodes within a particular geographical region. 

6.4 Average Packet End to End Delay Analysis: 
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Fig. 6.3: End to End packet delay an.alysis of the protocol 

When the number of nodes that are sharing the network resources increases, the delay 

significantly increases and readjustmg CW of each node takes longer time. 

By the same reason as we have discussed in the previous analysis, our protocol end to end 

packet delay will be significantly less in of geocasting in V ANETs. 
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Chapter-6 Implementation Detail and Simulation Result 

6.5 Packet Drop Rate Analysis: 

X Graph 

0.0000 10.0000 20.0000 30.0000 40.0000 50.0000 60.0000 70.0000 eo.oooo 

Fig. 6.4: Packet drop rate analysis of the protocol 

This figure shows a high packet drop rate whenever the number of nodes sharing network 

resources increases. It can be shown that the packet drop rate in the interval [ 1.4 sec, 1 0 sec] is 

0. This can be easily justified since only one node is using the network during this time 

interval. However this high-quality performance is deteriorated as more nodes start sharing the 

network resources. 
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Chapter-7 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

7.1 Conclusion 

Because of high speed movement of nodes in V ANETs, packet loss becomes one of the 

most critical issue, in the design of vehicular ad-hoc networks (V ANETs) routing protocol. 

Therefore, any routing protocol in V ANETs must be designed. by ~aking proper care of 

packet loss parameter which significantly affects the overall performance· of the protocol. 

By giving important consideration to packet loss, many geocast routing protocols have 

been designed for V ANETs and many concepts and ideas are used to decrease the packet 

loss as well as to increase the throughput. "Geocast in Vehicular Environments: Caching 

and Transmission Range Control for Improved Efficiency" also tries to decrease the packet 

loss by caching approach and range forwarding concept. It surely decreases packet loss but 

its range forwarding concept negatively increase the number of hop-to-hop forwarding 

needed to send a packet from source to destination. 

Keeping the same concept 'caching methodology' in mind, we have designed a "Geocast 

routing protocol: Improved caching technique with full radio transmission range power" for 

V ANETs. Our protocol not only almost eli.miflates the packet loss but also improves the 

throughput with respect to "Geocast in Vehicular Environments: Caching and Transmission 

Range Control for Improved Efficiency" by using full radio transmission range power 

which decreases the number of hop-to-hop forwarding needed to send a packet from source 

to destination. Our protocol eliminates the range forwarding concept of "Geocast in 

Vehicular Environments: Caching and Transmission Range Control for Improved 

Efficiency". In place of range forwarding we use full radio transmission range power to 

forward packets which significantly improves the throughput of the system. 
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Chapter-7 Conclusion and Future Work 

The work carried out in this dissertation gives insight of one of the most prominent geocast 

routing protocol for V ANETs. It modifies the geocast routing protocol "Geocast in 

Vehicular Environments: Caching and Transmission Range Control for Improved 

Efficiency" by eliminating its main concept of range forwarding, adding a novel algorithm 

Coverage Determination and using full radio transmission range power. It can be concluded 

that our current work towards geocast routing in V ANETs contributed to the knowledge in 

a modest way by simulating and realizing that geocast routing protocol will significantly 

perform better using our Coverage Determination algorithm and full radio transmission 

range power concept, both in terms of eliminating packet loss and significantly 'increasing 

throughput. 

7.2 Future Work 

We have modified a geocast routing protocol by adding a novel 'Coverage Determination' 

algorithm, using full radio transmission range power concept and evaluated its performance 

in a road environment assuming no obstacles in the environment during radio transmission . 
• 

In real life. road environment buildings, trees are such obstacles that can affect radio 

transmission. Therefore, further modification can be made to evaluate the performance in 

obstacle present environment. Some of the modifications are suggested bellow: 

• Coverage Determination algorithm can be made adoptive to obstacle at junction 

point of the road environment. It is because obstacle mostly affects the radio 

transmission at junction points. 

• We can include junction detection mechanism in our algorithm. 

• Neighborhood table can be periodically scanned for stale entry information. 
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APPENDIX 

set ns_ {new simulator] 

This co~and is creates an instance ofthe simulator object. 

$ns node 

This command is used to create a simple node. This returns a handle to the node instance created. 

$topo load_jlatgrid <X> <Y> <optional:res> 

This initializes the grid for the topology object. <X> and <Y> are the x-y co-ordinates for the 

topology and are used for sizing the grid. The grid resolution may be passed as <res> whose 

default value is 1. 

$ns_ trace-all <tracefile> 

This command is used to set up tracing inns. All traces are written in the <tracefile>. 

create-god <num _nodes> 

This command is used to create a God instance. The number of mobile nodes is passed as 

argument which is used by God to create a matrix to store connectivity information of the 

topology. 

$ns_ node-config -<config-parameter> <optional-value> 

This command is used to configure nodes. The different config-parameters are addressingType, 

different type of the network stack components, whether tracing will be turned on or not, etc. 
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APPENDIX 

set udpO [newAgent/UDP] 

This command creates an instance ofthe UDP agent. 

set cbr 1 [ newApplication/Traffic/CBR] 

This command creates an instance of the CBR traffic. 

$node attach-agent <node> <agent> 

. This command attaches th~ <agent> to the <node>. Here we assume that the <agent> has already 

been created. An agent is typically been created by set agent [new Agent/AgentType] where 

Agent/AgentType defines the class definition ofthe specified agent type. 

$ns connect <src> <dst> 

Sets up a connection between the src and dst agents. 

$ns run 

This command starts the simulator 
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